


CYBER LP 

PRE-HISTORY 

The population of humans was growing fast enough to expend nearly all 
natural resources on earth. Earth was about to face a real crisis. 
The Federal Government was beginning to plan for space exploration 
for rescuing earth by undertaking "a space colony enterprise''. 
Together with the colony construction, the study of mighty androids 
for working in space was continuing with rapid progress. 
Artificial life which would help determine the destiny of human 
life was about to be born. 

A Brutal alien appeared in front of the humans who had succeeded 
in space exploration. 
The Federal Government decided to deploy military androids to function 
under the command of the Super Computer. 
The people welcomed the military colony cos equipped 
with the most advanced and modern technology with open arms. 

10 years later human greed caused sudden tragedy when the humans 
became intoxicated with their own prosperity. 
The cos androids which previously had been protecting the humans 
from "alien" suddenly malfunctioned and revolted. 
The Federal Government announced that it was due to a malfunction 
of Cyber-Lip, the famed super computer various distortions 
of science were being created causing mass chaos. 



Yes, 
However,they were very 
exceptional and key to the light 
to conquer "the 3rd block" 
without any support 
Maybe they will reach Cyber·lip, 
but what if they fail? 
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Yes, Mr. President. 
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CYB[R·LIP 

•OBJECT 
Control Rick & Brook to beat the enemies "Humanoid" and "Alien" by gathering 
various items to solve the big mystery. 

e HOW TO START 
Game starts when you press either 1 or 2 controller. Simultaneous 2 player start 
if you press the start button on both controllers. 

eDROP-IN 
The second player can drop in if he press the start button on his controller 
during 1 player. 

•CONTINUE 
When the number of remaining hero becomes 0, it goes to "continue mode". 
You can resume playing from that point if you press the start button before 
"count down" reaches 0. 



(~~~~CO_N_T_R_O_L_S~~~) 

-

®®®CV 

SYBER-LIP CONTROLS 
CDSelect button ····Pause. 
CV Start button · · · · · · Game Start. 
@Joystick ···· ····· ·· Moves hero & directs area of 

fire power. ( 4 directions ). 
© A button ·· ··· ······ To shoot weapon. 
® B button ····· ····· ·Jump. (Mixed use of joystick 

control in the air) . 
® C button ·· ········ ·Select item. 
CV D button ·· ·· ··· ···· Not used. 

(~~~-S~_~_E_&~L_O_A_D~~~) 
•SAVE 
Insert memory card into console in advance. 
When "continue countdown" reaches 0, you can select whether you want to 
save or not. 

eLOAD 
Turn power ON and insert memory card. 
You can select whether you want to load or not by pressing the start button. 

* Memory card is necessary to save or load. 
If you insert the memory card after you have already pressed the start button, 
load will not work. 
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CYBER·llP 

e INDICATION OF GAME SCREEN 
CD Present Score. 
® High Score. 
@Fixed Time : One life left when time reaches 0. 

(Only in 1st & 2nd area) 
@Remaining life. 
@Present weapon in use. 
(§) Remaining bullets of current weapon. 

s 

(Gun automatically changes into another weapon 
when AMMO reaches 0.) 



(~~~~_S_T_~G_E~~~~) 
There are 7 stages. In the 3rd through 6th stage, you will see the "minus stage ''. 
Inside the military fortress "Colony co5" which is the main part of the game, you 
will experience Labyrinth (or a Maze) and each stage is connected up and down 
by an elevator. 

1st stage (Ghost Town of New York) 
The mad android and alien have come and settled in the trashed Manhattan 
area, where it has become a "No trespassing" area. 

2nd stage (Colony co5: residential area) 
This used to be a quiet and prosperous area that has completely become a no
man's land by the order from the military fortress headquarters. There will no 
longer be peace and silence there. 

3rd stage (Colony co5: industrial area) 
This area was used by humans, however, since they were forced out by the 
super computer to established a military fortress, it has become and android 
factory. Rumor is spreading that they are making more awful things than just 
androids. 

The further you proceed, your mission becomes clear and soon what puzzled 
you will become clear, and the mystery will unravel. 
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CYB[R·LIP 
(~~~~_l_TE_MS~~~~-) 
e WEAPON ITEMS 
You will get them by beating special enemies. You can proceed more efficiently with them. 

NORMAL BULLET ~ You have them from the beginning. 
The number of bullets are unlimited. 

AUTO BULLET -®- Weapon to make normal fire into 
continuous firing. 

FIRE BULLET <E> Weapon to burn down enemies. 
Use according to remaining energy. 

WIDE BULLET -®- Weapon to shoot in 3 directions. 
Gives damage to a wide area. 

BAZOOKA -@- One shot delivers major damage 
to enemies. 

GRENADE -@- Explosion covers wide range and 
delivers major damage to enemies. 

Press C button to change your weapon. 

e SPECIAL ITEMS 
You can use soon after you pick these up. Use together with other weapon items. 

CO A BOT 
Surrounds player to protect 
hero. 

B 



(~~---~T_EC_H_N_I~Q_U_E~S~-=-~) 
eJUMP DOWN 
In high places, press "jump button" with lever down to do a quick jump down. 

•SLIDING 
Besides jumping down, a stylish sliding is done on the ground when you press 
the jump button with the lever down. 

eJUMP 
Press jump button for high jump. Hero is controllable to some extent while in 
the air. 

s 



CYBER·llP 
(~_M_A_IN_C_H_A_R_A_C_T_E_R_S __ ) 

ID 

Name: Rick 
Age : 22 
Sex: Male 

Blood: A 

Born in colony co5 in AD : 2008. 
After his parents were killed by 
aliens, he applied for the hired 
troops. He's been acting toge
ther with Brook since he met in 
the ghost town of New York. 

Name : Brook 
Age :28 
Sex : Male 

Blood: O 

Born in Chicago in AD: 2002. 
He was a war hero renegade, 
however, he discharged him
self from being a soldier at the 
age of 24, for a certain woman 
he had strong feelings for. 
Later on, he met Rick and they 
formed an unrivaled combina
tion. His wife is now dead due 
to the on-going war. 



Huron Droid 
This is the android manufactured by 
"Huron Enterprises''. They are under 
contract with the Federal Govern
ment to develop military androids. 

Armed Cavalry Soldier 
Android uses various weapons 
depending on the situation. 
Uses a flame thrower, 
with great mobility. 

Gruesome Killer 
This is some unknown life. 

1
1 Attack from wired body and 

is unpredictable when you 
~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~____, encounter him. 

II 
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NEO•GEO IS A TRADE MARK REGISTERED BY SNK. 

~CORPORATION 
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